Web UI/Java Software Developer
ActiVia Networks, a STRATACACHE Company.
STRATACACHE is the industry leader in digital signage. We provide powerful end-to-end digital
media deployments for the largest global businesses and brands across Quick Serve Restaurants,
Retail, Consumer Package Goods, Retail Finance, Stadiums, Lottery, Gaming and Corporate
Communications.
We develop Digital Signage systems (the TVs flourishing in stores and restaurants), Digital Menu
Board systems (above cash registers in restaurants), Digital Experiences in stores (through
SmartPhones, Tablets and TouchScreens) including Digital Play (games) and Video Walls. To
support those systems, and to more broadly manage Digital Contents, Stratacache relies on a strong
core management system, in charge of Content Management, Content Distribution, Device
Management, Monitoring and Reporting, as well as specialized tools for Menu Board management.
We are rapidly growing and so is our R&D team.

Job Description
The main task is to design, develop, test and support the specialized core Web applications, using cutting edge Web technologies (Angular /
Bootstrap 4). While the emphasis of the position is on the Web Interface and UI design, the task also requires backend ownership, based on SQL,
Hibernate, SpringBoot, and more advanced tools, such as reporting engines and audio/video tools.
To accomplish the tasks, you will have a great autonomy, but you can count on the expertise of the current team who are well versed in the
involved technologies.
Compensation and benefits are competitive. Work environment is stimulating and enjoyable, at downtown Montreal on McGill College in the Bell
Media tower. Remote working is also possible (twice a week) after six months.

Responsibilities
Design (collaboratively) and develop user interfaces
Work in an Agile / Scrum team
Help maintain code quality, organization, and automatization
Ensure the best possible performance, quality, and responsiveness of the applications

Skills
Proficient in Java, with a good knowledge of its ecosystems
Proficient in Javascript, Angular, Bootstrap, CSS3, HTML5
Strong experience in UI Design
Familiarity with GWT, MVP is a plus (for legacy UI)
Implementing automated testing platforms and unit tests (Protractor, Karma, JUnit)
Understanding of code versioning tools, such as Git
Familiarity with continuous integration (TeamCity)

For immediate consideration, please send your resume in English or French to jobs@activia.net. Please specify "Web UI/Java Software
Developer" as subject.

